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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I wanted to share Kids for Camp’s mission statement: Autism Pensacola’s Kids for Camp is a data-driven program using best-practice techniques, specifically Applied Behavior Analysis, to contribute to both the skill acquisition of the individuals with autism and the continuing education of the teachers, support staff, and college students who work with those with autism. API is committed to continuously improve the camp experience, thus remaining a model of quality and integrity to the community.  



Meeting needs across the spectrum
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Presentation Notes
Across the surveys, feedback from both parents and staff was that this was one of the best summers yet! Parents reported their camper was safe, making progress, and enjoying himself/herself. Teachers reported they gained valuable skills that they could carry back into the classroom/therapy center/home. 



Camp By The Numbers
This summer, we hosted: 

• 83 individuals with autism –
from age 2 to 25

• 60 staff members

• Over 65 teen volunteers

• 9 Elementary peers

• 7 parent leadership 
volunteers 

• 3 college student interns

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At Kids for Camp, we rely on the leadership, creativity, and hard work of some dedicated parent volunteers. We could not create this camp without them. On top of the 7 parent vols who were with us each day during camp, we had several parents who volunteered throughout the summer in the API office. 



Camp grows 
with its 

families

• This summer, we 
expanded Kids for Camp to 
include a new program  -
Community Life Skills

• For ages 19-25

• Focus on community-
based learning, functional 
living skills, and job skills

• Private vehicle 
transportation to jobs, 
leisure activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parent input created CLS – over the years, through surveys and face-to-face conversations, the parents of our oldest campers expressed the need for their young people to be learning in the community. Their input and feedback created CLS – which stands for Community Life Skills. CLS is a community-based, functional-skills training program and FUN summer experience. Through the CLS program we hope to help participants move toward maximum independence. The long-term goal of every learner, young or old, with any range of disabilities should be the opportunity of reaching his potential, with minimum supports.The two lead teachers who helped us create this program are longtime camp teachers – Angie Frank and Jennifer Burgemeister. Both have worked with our JTP program (Job Transition Program) in the past. They were excited about the new program and collaborated with API on ideas and community outreach.



Our Amazing staff

– 2 Campus 
Coordinators

– 2 Lead coaches –
Board Certified 
Behavior Analysts 

– 5 assistant coaches 

– 14 lead teachers 

– 37 instructors
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Presentation Notes
Continued partnership with Sacred Heart Autism Center – Debbie KeremesNew collaboration with Beyond Expectations – Karen Reid – Fran Welch and Emily StrongWe had 25 returning staff members – that’s across all staff.  16 of the 23 leadership staff members have been with us more than 1 year. It is so critical to have returning teachers in leadership roles at camp. Because of the length of camp, every day is so important for making progress. When a lead teacher has been with us for multiple years, they come in knowing the ropes and are able to impart their knowledge on their instructional team. 



HOW WE MEASURE 
SUCCESS

We measure Kids for Camp’s impact on our families and 
staff through both surveys and data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Surveys are one of the tools we use to measure our success – with both parents and teachers. Our parents were asked questions about quality of learning targets, communication with teaching staff, overall satisfaction. 63 of our 83 campers’ families responded to the survey – a 76.3% survey completion rate. With that in mind, let’s take a look at some parent survey data.
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Rate your overall satisfaction with 
Kids for Camp/CLS

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Somewhat Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied
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Presentation Notes
This summer, we had three college interns volunteering with API. Our social work intern, Kristen Dearie, and our psychology intern, Tess Rickenbach, worked with our elementary peers group. And Sara Teague, our marketing intern, kept up with our social media presence. We loved working with these three ladies and are excited that they are still connecting with us even after their internship ended. 
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Rate your satisfaction with the 
learning targets chosen

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Somewhat Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It can be difficult – in just a few short days – to come up with targets that each child should work on during camp. We rely very heavily on information parents provide during application and enrollment period to give us an idea of where the child’s strengths lie and what types of skills need to be targeted. 
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Please tell us how effective communication was 

from your child's teaching team

I received daily communication about my child's camp experience

I received weekly communication

I received occassional communication

I did not receive any communication

90%

10%
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Presentation Notes
Communication is very important to the success of Kids for Camp - During training, we really stress the importance of communication. 



“I'm impressed with the entire team of teachers in William's 
class. They have taken an interest in him and learned to work 
with him, which can be very difficult. I appreciate their 
willingness to help him learn to use his iPad as a 
communication device, even when he didn't want to use it. 
This has been a great summer for him.” – Rebecca, parent 
with two children at Camp

“Imani’s teachers did a really great job. They worked with her 
on using her words and now she is using about 5 words 
meaningfully. It is so great to hear her request her food by 
their names.” – Dhaima, second year camp parent

“Mitch enjoyed going every day. The work experience was 
wonderful, varied experiences, small groups - Outstanding !” 
– Emily, parent of a CLS internW
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“I tell parents that I meet about Kids for Camp all the time. I tell them it is not babysitting … It's a learning lab, and they teach them so much. They're helping with the kids’ reading, writing, social awareness; and I tell him how it is helping my son.”  - Candie S., parent of a Holm camper



STAFF 
RESULTS
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(80%) 41 of 51 staff took staff survey
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In terms of leadership and communication, rate 
your satisfaction with your coaching staff

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Somewhat Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The coaches are the trainers during camp. They are the ones the teachers come to with questions about programming. So a good rapport with staff is essential. This summer’s coaching staff was stellar – Laura B. has been with the K4C program for many years. She was our Washington lead coach, as well as provided support and oversight for the CLS program. And she was supported by two assistant coaches, Dr. Chrissy Ogilvie and our BE therapist Emily Strong.  At Holm, we had a triple-threat in our lead coach, Jennifer Findley. She is a camp parent – her son is a young teen. She is a BCBA. And she is a social worker. So, she was able to move easily between talking with a teacher about a prompt level and allaying the concerns of a first-year camp parent. And she was able to be with us because of our continued partnership with SHAC.  She was supported by three assistant coaches – Fran Welch, Fran Zayszly, and Jarod Keremes.
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How likely is it that you will use what you 
learned at camp in your classroom this fall?

Very Likely

Likely

Somewhat Likely

Somewhat Unlikely

Unlikely

I'm not working in a classroom this
fall
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Presentation Notes
Camp is all about moving the quality of teaching outside the 5 weeks of camp. We believe we reach more families if we are sending well-trained teachers back into the classroom. We asked staff to rate their likelihood of using the training they received at Kids for Camp in a classroom this fall.Not working in class this fall 10% (this represents 4 survey respondents, three of whom are college students and one who is working in an office setting in the ECSD)



Professional Development
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Each summer, we try to see the impact we make on our staff’s professional development. We test our teachers at the beginning of training to see where they are in their knowledge of autism and Verbal Behavior. In the final week of camp, we test them again to see what they’ve learned. All of our instructors showed progress from pretest to posttest.  Holm’s instructional staff improved an average of 25.5% and Washington’s staff improved from an average of 26.6%



Holm Campus

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had campers as young as 2 years old this summer. One of our littles, Tommy, played so hard during the camp day that he would want to take a 2- or 3-hour nap when he got to aftercare. Which was making it hard for mom and dad getting him to bed each night. So, the name of the game every afternoon was “keep Tommy awake!” Talk about a fun job!



Holm - At a Glance

• 1 Lead Coach, 3 Assistant Coaches

• 6 classrooms  

• 32 campers – ages 2 to 12

• Assessment tool - VB-MAPP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is an art in creating a classroom that “flows.” We try to match campers in a classroom by ability level, more so than age. For example, we will try and group together those children who are working on early mands (requests – like go, ball, cookie, swing). By doing this, we make it a little easier to work on targets throughout an activity because many of the kids will be working on the same targets. 



A safe place to try new things

• Community outings - Imagination Station, Triple Play, 
Planetarium, FunPlex, Swimming

• On-campus fun - Art, Pensacola Symphony “petting zoo”, 
visit from a therapy dog, water play, parade, campus 
carnival, treats from TCBY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data is always important to help determine changes that need to be made to best meet the needs of our campers and to show measurable success. By creating a SAFE, fun environment for our campers to try new things, we see children who are normally hesitant to venture from their comfort zone climbing to the top of the water slide, or trying a new food, putting their hands in shaving cream!We had several elementary peers – these were campers’ siblings, as well as teacher kids - who participated in activities with our campers during camp. Peers were used in the classrooms to play games, enjoy snack with their camper friends, create art, and be a “typical” model. Creating a community that embraces our children is part of the mission of API. The PSO again stopped by with its ‘petting zoo.’ Once again, it was a huge success with all our campers. Mention WEAR’s Angels In Our Midst.We also welcomed one of our Therapy Dog friends and his handler this summer. And we had volunteer support from NAS Pensacola. Brianne Rivera helped us connect with Chaplain Steven Schwarz, and he made sure there was a duty van full of volunteers each time we needed them. 



Holm Campus progress

Ms. Christy's
class

Ms. Whitney's
class

Ms. Melissa's
class

Ms. Aileen's
class

Ms. Deb's
class

Ms. Denise's
class

Total Number of Targets 24 26 11 27 32 24
Targets Mastered 11 20 6 18 26 21
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph breaks out the target information by classroom. 71% of all introduced targets were mastered on the Holm campus. These campers worked hard!Each camper at the Holm Campus had a specific goal or set of goals that they worked on this summer which were chosen based on the Verbal Milestones Behavior Milestones and Placement Program (VBMAPP). In addition, there were certain skills that every child had the opportunity to work on throughout camp that data may not have been collected on, depending on the skill level of the child: Increasing or maintaining their communication skills with peers and/or adults. Transitioning between activities. Maintaining and improving their social skills.Following basic directions (one or more steps depending on skill level).Appropriate play skills. 



WASHINGTON CAMPUS
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And this is our Washington campus. Big thanks to the staff at WHS who worked with us to make a little more room for our activities – not only did we have access to two hallways for our Young Teens and JTP teens. But the school also made space for our new program, CLS. 



Young Teens to Young Adults
• 1 lead coach, 2 assistant coaches

• 50 participants (ages 12 – 25)

• 4 Young Teens classes

• 2 JTP teens classes 

• 2 CLS classes

• Social skills training, job skills training, and natural environment 
teaching around the community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to share a success story from this summer. We had a young teen who came to us with some significant behaviors that, after the first two days, we were unsure if were going to be able to safely meet his needs. The coaches sat down with the staff in this camper’s class and came up with a plan to reduce the undesirable behavior while increasing the preferred behaviors. They discussed his reinforcers (music, dancing, deep pressure) and changed up the design of the classroom to meet the needs of this camper. By day 3, there was a big reduction in behaviors. By the end of camp, the number of times he exhibited the problem behavior decreased from 15x/day to 2x/day. He was enjoying his day at camp. This is what camp can do that other programs may not have the time to do. 



Young Teens
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One of our goals with our young teens group is to come up with activities that are age-appropriate, while teaching the skills they need to become more independent in their community. We had a successful summer with our lunch business – three classes participated in the process. Shopping for supplies at Sam’s, taking orders on campus, filling the orders, and delivering the orders and collecting money. So many skills embedded in this one activity. 



Job Transition Program
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Our 2 JTP classes – Mr. Doug’s class and Ms. Keerstin’s class - spent their summer working on job skills, daily living skills, and social language skills.We made a new connection with a business in the area – Publix on Ninth Avenue welcomed our teens into their store for some job shadowing opportunities. The teens learned about the many jobs of a supermarket, and they got to try their hand at bagging groceries and stocking shelves. We had some very positive feedback from the store managers about the possibility of hiring some of our older teens at their store. Ms. Keerstin’s class had a mix of 15 and 16-year-olds, so didn’t get to have as many off-campus job experiences. However, her class created more than 150 training binders for CARD’s Summer Autism Institute. The class also learned how to make pillows – lion pillows to be exact. They cut felt, tied the pillows together, stuffed them, and decorated the outside. These pillows were made for our Holm campers. 



Making Progress

Ms Alexis's
class

Ms Kelly's
class

Ms Kerri's
class

Ms
Charlotte's

class

Mr. Doug's
class

Ms.
Keerstin's

class

CLS
program

Total Targets Introduced 50 50 69 68 96 97 162
Targets Mastered 38 38 54 47 72 70 108
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Washington/CLS

Presenter
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On the Washington campus, across all classrooms, 74% of all targets introduced were mastered. �In the CLS program, across both classrooms, 67% of all targets introduced were mastered.The experiences gained through camp are not always able to be measured on a graph. As I mentioned earlier, Jennifer Findley was both a Washington camp parent, as well as our Holm lead coach. Because of her duties at Holm, she wasn’t able to attend any of the campus-wide activities that parents were invited to. For the past few summers, Washington has put on a summer dance for the campers and invited the parents. On this particular day, we were able to arrange for Jennifer to slip away for a little while and to be with her son. She came back to the Holm campus crying – her son had asked her to dance. She told me that she never thought Max would get to participate in a school dance, let alone invite her to dance with him. It’s moments like these that are hard to quantify. But are just as vital to parents as the number of targets mastered. 



• Utilized the 
AFLS 
assessment 
tool to 
measure 
intern’s 
FUNCTIONAL 
skills. 

• Focus was to 
increase 
intern 
independence 
within the 
home and 
community

Presenter
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AFLS stands for Assessment of Functional Living Skills. The AFLS is an assessment tool that can identify a learner’s functional skill repertoire and provide tracking information that can be used to track the progress development of these skills.CLS went on 105 community outings – these included trips to restaurants, Walmart, Dollar Tree, to work locations – Bodacious Olive, The Fish House, to volunteer – Ronald McDonald House, Marcus Pointe. The interns ran errands for other campuses. 



Summer Accomplishments
• 160 Thank You cards made
• 600 Bodacious Olive bags 

labeled
• 300 items collected for 

hygiene kits
• 36 hygiene kits assembled 

for FavorHouse
• 800 rolls of silverware for 

The Fish House 
• 300 hours volunteered in 

the community
• 7 gallons of pop tabs 

collected 
• 72 ornaments decorated 
• 1 Steps for Autism team 

created $60 raised for 
Steps team with bake sale

Presenter
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I just wanted to quickly highlight our new favorite place to volunteer – Ronald House. We were always welcomed to come over and volunteer – anytime and for however long we could stay. The staff reported that every Ronald House employee was welcoming and accommodating to our young adults. We cleaned, sorted, restocked, worked in the garden – whatever was needed. Big thank-you to Judy B. for creating such a welcoming atmosphere -- it was a pleasure to be there. “I witnessed how much the interns depend on each other. It was friendship on their own terms.” – Lezli, parent of a CLS intern



You made a 
difference!

Presenter
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I just want to express my gratitude to this organization, and this board, for helping make camp possible each summer. As you can see, lives are touched every year. 
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